Abstract neither does the "background." However, for most applications, objects such as branches and leaves waving in the In the traditional mixture of Gaussians background wind, and waves in water, should be considered as backmodel, the generating process of each pixel is modeled as a ground even though they involve motion. Because these mixture of Gaussians over color Unfortunately, this model dynamic textures cause large changes at an individual pixel performs poorly when the background consists of dynamic level, they typically fail to be modeled well under a fully textures such as trees waving in the wind and rippling waindependent pixel model. In the middle column of In the context of background modeling, we achieve better, cent T frames to build a non-parametric model of color and more accurate segmentations than the competing methods, optical flow, with care taken to handle measurement uncerusing a model whose complexity grows with the underlying tainty when estimating kernel density bandwidths. Uncercomplexity of the scene (as any good model should), rather tainty management is especially important here due to the than the amount of time required to observe all aspects of inherent ambiguities in local optical flow estimation. While the texture.
mixture of Gaussians over color Unfortunately, this model dynamic textures cause large changes at an individual pixel performs poorly when the background consists of dynamic level, they typically fail to be modeled well under a fully textures such as trees waving in the wind and rippling waindependent pixel model. In the middle column of Fig. 5,  ter To address this deficiency, researchers have recently we see how the MoG foreground mask not only (correctly) looked to more complex and/or less compact representaincludes both pedestrians and the vehicle, but also includes tions of the background process. We propose a generalmany other pixels due to image noise and moving trees.
ization of the MoG model that handles dynamic textures.
More recently, Mittal and Paragios [5] used the most re-
In the context of background modeling, we achieve better, cent T frames to build a non-parametric model of color and more accurate segmentations than the competing methods, optical flow, with care taken to handle measurement uncerusing a model whose complexity grows with the underlying tainty when estimating kernel density bandwidths. Uncercomplexity of the scene (as any good model should), rather tainty management is especially important here due to the than the amount of time required to observe all aspects of inherent ambiguities in local optical flow estimation. While the texture. their approach still models the image as a collection of independent pixels, they produce impressive results when the same motions are observed many times in every block of [11] represent the backSheikh and Shah [10] have also developed a kernel-based ground as a mixture of Gaussians (MoG). At each pixel, a model of the background using the most recent T frames. collection of Gaussians emits values in RGB (red, green, Their kernels are Gaussians over the pixel color and locablue) or some other colorspace. When a pixel value is tion. By allowing observed pixels to match kernels cenobserved in a new frame, it is matched to the Gaussian tered at neighboring pixel locations, they are able to intermost likely to emit it. The Gaussian is then updated with pret small spatial motions such as trees waving in the wind this pixel value using an exponential forgetting scheme that as being part of the background. Like Mittal and Paragios, approximates an online k-means algorithm. This allows they must maintain a long enough kernel history to repreonline adaptation to changing imaging conditions such as sent all modes in the local background distribution. Forshifts in lighting or objects that stop moving. Pixel values tunately, for many types of scenes, this history length will are labeled as foreground when they are associated with unbe shorter for Sheikh and Shah since information can be common Gaussians or when they do not match any Gaus-"shared" by kernels spawned by nearby pixels. We will sian well. This approach lends itself to realtime implemenshow that our approach is able to achieve similar sharing tation and works well when the camera does not move and benefits, and we do so by including a small set of easily implemented modifications to any standard MoG system.
Note that we are not restricted to the RGB colorspace Nam and Han [6] recently published a background subfor observations. As with other models, we are free to use traction method that uses particle filtering to track the posiother colorspaces (such as YCrCb) or build an observation tions of the generative model's pixel processes. They use a space over more exotic features such as spatio-temporal constant velocity (plus Gaussian noise) motion model, and gradients [7] or optical flow [5] . In our experience we they represent the appearance distribution of an individual have found that when a proper neighborhood size is chopixel process as a color histogram. In order to make the sen, the background-foreground labeling is less sensitive to problem tractable, they make several simplifying assumpthe choice of colorspace or the inclusion of optical flow feations that allow for independent decisions in the inference 
Our work is most closely related to that of Stauffer and Grimson and of Sheikh and Shah. We combine the usage of serves as a good proxy for the negative log likelihood, and a spatial neighborhood in background likelihood estimation it can be computed much more efficiently than the precise with the compactness of a semi-parametric MoG represenlikelihood value. For the experiments presented in this patation. In §2, we describe our generative model and how per, we have followed this tradition and used the squared we perform inference on it. In §3, we then highlight experMahalanobis feature for foreground-background classificaiments we have performed on our algorithm. We conclude tion.
in §4.
After the model returns the pixelwise likelihood estimates, a higher-level procedure is responsible for classi-2. Our model fying each pixel as foreground or background. that each observed pixel value is sampled from our model tions add the complexity of needing to know which obserindependently. This same assumption is made with nearly vations were generated from which mixture components. all non-layered approaches, including ones that have a spaStauffer and Grimson [11] use an online approximation of tial component (e.g. Sheikh and Shah [10] (1-a)eyt 1) (6) computationally-efficient squared Mahalanobis distances.
( cotr (t) /(t) -(t) (t)T (7) In Fig. 1 
,, ing a foreground label, AT is the energy applied for each temporally-mismatched labels, and As is the energy apby the foreground/background classifier. Given an update plied for each pair of 8-connected spatial neighbors with scheme, we expect the the computational cost to rise lindisagreeing labels. There are readily-available implementaearly with the neighborhood size. The update schemes are tions which efficiently find the global minimum for Eqn. 14 independent of this step, so it is interesting to note that by [1] .
either choosing hard updates and/or local updates, the Ma- overall ROC characteristics of the system by taking the conbecause fewer Mahalanobis distance calculations are necvex hull of these points [9] . essary.
In Fig. 3 , we show the ROC curve for a collection of experiments on the Wallflower waving trees video clip [12] .
Experiments
Each curve uses a different neighborhood size. For this clip, our method shows a clear advantage over the standard MoG To test our algorithm, we selected several videos from in foreground detection rates. Using a 3 x 3 window is recent publications which attempt to provide better backsufficient in this case because the tree motion is limited to a ground subtraction in the face of waving trees and/or ripfew pixels. The first column is from the classic wallflower paper by Figure 3 . ROC curve for various neighborhood sizes for the Toyama et al. [12] . For 200 frames, the scene is empty and Wallflower waving trees clip.
an off-camera person vigorously and continuously shakes the tree, producing a semi-regular dynamic texture. A person enters the scene and a single frame is labeled with these results suggests they have used higher-level modules against the blue sky (leftmost image). We will be concentrating on to detect the vehicles and suppress any noise not correwhat happens at the pixel location with the bold outline. Suppose sponding to a vehicle detection. Also note that the detected a sudden gust of wind moves the top leaf down and right, as shown foreground regions are significantly smaller than the entire in the middle-left image. We now wish to find the best matching
vehicle. An MoG model is unable to fully suppress the false background Gaussian for the pixel outlined in brown. To match positives due to waving foliage, even as we allow its paramthe Gaussian that actually generated it, we would need to have a eters to be optimized independently. Our model is able to 9 x 9 window (middle-right image); however, a smaller 3 x 3 win-X . . In Fig. 5 we show comparative results from a few seconsistent dynamic textures, we have found the usage of lected video frames of our test videos. In the first two rows, optical flow and/or spatio-temporal derivatives to be useful as additional modeling features.
